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Our Price $48,444
Specifications:

Year:  2018  

VIN:  1FT8W3BT8JEB44927  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  23209  

Model/Trim:  F-350 Super Duty Lariat  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  White  

Engine:  Power Stroke 6.7L Biodiesel Turbo V8
450hp 935ft. lbs.

 

Interior:  -  

Transmission:  6-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  113,830  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive

Prepare to elevate your driving experience with the commanding
presence of our 2018 Ford F-350 Super Duty Lariat, a pinnacle of
strength and luxury in a dazzling white exterior that exudes
sophistication and power. This isn't just a truck; it's a statement—a
testament to the unwavering commitment of Ford to deliver vehicles
that transcend the ordinary.

At the heart of this beast lies the formidable Power Stroke 6.7L
Biodiesel Turbo V8 engine, a marvel of engineering that pumps out an
awe-inspiring 450 horsepower and a Herculean 935 ft-lbs of torque.
This powerplant is engineered for those who demand performance that
doesn't just meet expectations but shatters them. Whether you're
towing heavy loads or cruising the open road, this truck delivers a surge
of power that's smooth, responsive, and unfailingly reliable.

Mated to this engine is a 6-Speed Shiftable Automatic transmission that
offers the perfect blend of efficiency and control. With seamless shifts
and the ability to choose your driving style, you'll enjoy a driving
experience that's as engaging as it is effortless. Whether you're
navigating treacherous terrain or conquering the highways, this
transmission ensures that you're always in the right gear at the right
time.

Step inside the Lariat trim, and you'll find yourself cocooned in a haven
of luxury and convenience. The meticulously crafted interior is a
showcase of Ford's dedication to comfort and quality. Every detail, from
the plush seating to the intuitively designed dashboard, is created with
the driver in mind. It's an environment that invites you to take the wheel
and embark on journeys both long and short with a sense of confidence
and contentment.
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The manufacturer options and packages on this Ford F-350 Super Duty
Lariat are thoughtfully selected to enhance your driving experience.
These features, designed with precision and care, ensure that every
moment you spend behind the wheel is one of unparalleled comfort and
convenience. The options and packages are a testament to Ford's
commitment to providing you with a vehicle that is not just a means of
transportation but a partner in your daily adventures.

Imagine the envious glances as you roll up to the worksite or pull into
your favorite weekend getaway spot. The white exterior isn't just about
aesthetic appeal; it's a reflection of the truck's unblemished reputation
for durability and resilience. It's a color that stands out in a crowd and
speaks volumes about the owner's taste and discernment.

This 2018 Ford F-350 Super Duty Lariat is more than just a truck—it's a
mobile fortress, a workspace, a sanctuary, and a loyal companion. It's a
vehicle that doesn't just meet your needs; it anticipates them. It's a truck
built for those who demand the best and accept nothing less.

Don't miss this opportunity to own a piece of Ford's legendary Super
Duty lineage. With a truck this impressive, you're not just buying a
vehicle; you're investing in a legacy of strength, reliability, and sheer
driving pleasure. Come, take the keys to your future, and drive home
not just a truck, but a promise of adventure, power, and prestige. Your
2018 Ford F-350 Super Duty Lariat awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/28/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

Snapshot

2018 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY LARIAT

Accident reported

11 Service history
records

3 Previous owners

Types of owners: Commercial,
Personal

Last owned in Arkansas

31 Detailed records available

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://bleskinmotors.com/vehicle/7221266/2018-ford-f-350-super-duty-lariat-great-falls-montana-59405/7221266/ebrochure
https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=1FT8W3BT8JEB44927&source=BUP
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear vents: second row - Center console trim: leather 

- Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front - Steering wheel trim: leather 

- Adjustable pedals: power - Cruise control - Keypad entry  

- Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): 115V front  - Power steering 

- Rearview mirror: auto-dimming - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Compass 

- Customizable instrument cluster - Digital odometer - External temperature display 

- Instrument cluster screen size: 8 in. - Multi-function display - Powertrain hour meter  

- Trip odometer - Driver seat power adjustments: 10  - Front seat type: captains chairs  

- Passenger seat power adjustments: 10  - Rear seat folding: folds up  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: leather

Exterior

- Front bumper color: chrome - Pickup bed light - Tailgate: lift assist 

- Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Front fog lights  - Side mirror adjustments: power 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Towing mirrors - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum 

- Pickup sliding rear window: power horizontal  - Power windows: safety reverse  

- Rear privacy glass - Solar-tinted glass: front - Window defogger: rear
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